THE INNOVATIVE TOOL FOR FORMING, DRYING, & MOVING LARGE SCALE SLABS

What The SlabSling™ will do:
Working with large-scale slabs presents a challenge in both construction and drying. To build with a
sizable slab, it must have sufficient support while drying. The SlabSling™ is an innovative tool that makes
it possible to shape + dry large-scale clay slabs up to three feet in length, enabling the construction of
larger-sized pieces.
The SlabSling™ consists of a 2' x 3' wooden frame that supports wooden slats that can run either
width-wise or length-wise. These slats can be adjusted in numerous ways to accommodate different
configurations of the tarpaper, making supporting curves that range from very shallow to very deep.
Tarpaper slings can support individual slabs, or be arranged to make curves that repeat.

What you’ll need to build it:

Construction:

TOOLS

Glue the corner braces together first to form all four legs.

Hand drill

Attach the side and end frame boards to the legs: Starting

Allen wrench to tighten socket cap screws

with “long side” frame pieces, working from the bottom up,

Staple gun to attach tarpaper to slats

line up the pieces, and drill holes for the socket cap screws.

SUPPLIES

Assemble all pieces loosely first, then tighten the screws so

Wood glue

the frame is rigid and freestanding. (note: socket screws are

(16) 1x4” two-foot-long boards to form corner braces
(4) 1x4” two-foot sideboards for the width of the frame
(4) 1x4” three-foot sideboards for the length of the frame
(these all can be cut from longer boards; pine is sufficiently strong)
(4) 1x1.5” 28 in. long slats to hold tarpaper
(4) 1x1.5” three-foot-long slats to hold tarpaper
(32) Socket cap screws and 32 washers to attach side boards to
corner braces

different than what is pictured above).
Drill holes every 2” around the upper edge of the frame
(note: the holes should be large enough for the carriage
bolts to drop into place).
Drill the same size holes into the ends of the slats so they
line up with those on the frame.
Drill holes to attach the casters

(4) Casters and screws to attach them to the bottom of the frame
(1) Roll of tarpaper; 30# weight is preferred
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